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Container Track & Trace
Ocean Insights’ innovative Container Track
& Trace connects carrier information with
actual vessel whereabouts, providing neutral.
real-time information for all your shipments,
independent from the carrier and booking
channel.
Container status updates, schedule changes
and delays are consolidated from multiple
sources and standardized across all carriers,
allowing logistics turns all around the globe
to stay on top of things, whether for day-today operations or for strategic decisions.

Anticipate delays and quickly react
on exceptions to avoid follow-up
costs
Increaseefficiency and minimize demurrage and detention costs
Reduce communication overheads
and provide excellent customer service
Identify best routes and practices on
the base of historical statistics and
performance analyses

Real-time Visibility and Exception Management
at Enterprise Scale
Neutral data aggregated and consolidated for comparison and analysis across
all carriers
Continuous ETA updates, automatic event notifications and alerts such as
delay warning, vessel roll-over, POD approach and many more
Real-time visibility through satellite vessel tracking to benchmark and
complete carrier status information
Ready-to-use web application with long-time performance statistics and
analyses for informed decisions
API data service for in-house software integration

Ocean Insights was founded in Rostock,
Germany. Our goal is to change the way
shippers and carriers experience transportation visibility. We pioneered the combining of
container liner schedules and carriers’ container tracking information with neutral AIS
vessel tracking data. This allows our customers to plan and monitor operations on a level
never experienced before. With a strong IT
focus and an expert team of data analysts,
we take pride in supporting our customers
and showing the guiding thread in a field
where data is often hardly available and even
less often comparable. To learn more, visit
www.ocean-insights.com.

Project44 solves some of the world’s most
critical logistics challenges by connecting,
automating, and providing real-time visibility into global transportation processes.
With project44’s cloud-based platform,
organizations can increase operational efficiencies, reduce costs, improve shipping
performance, and deliver an exceptional,
Amazon-like experience to their customers. project44 supports all transportation
modes and shipping types, including air,
parcel, final-mile, less-than-truckload,
volume less-than-truckload, groupage,
truckload, rail, intermodal, and ocean. To
learn more, visit www.project44.com.

Increase your efficiency and profitability!
getintouch@ocean-insights.com

